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1 Introduction
The Catalan numbers have a rich history. Its ubiquity in mathematics underscores the importance
of this sequence. The Catalan sequence has appeared time and again in the works of numerous
mathematicians. There are so many objects counted by the Catalan numbers, there’s a whole book
dedicated to exploring them [6]. Some of those combinatorial objects are triangulations of convex
polygons with n` 2 vertices (Fig. 1), binary trees with n` 2 vertices, plane trees with n` 1 vertices,
ballot sequences of length 2n, parenthetizations, and Dyck paths of length 2n.
Figure 1: Triangulations of convex polygons with 3, 4, 5, and 6 vertices
The modern way we describe Catalan numbers stems from Euge`ne Catalan’s interest in the triangu-
lation of polygons problem [6]. Catalan numbers are defined as follows,
Cn “ 1
n` 1
ˆ
2n
n
˙
We can also define Catalan numbers in terms of its generating function,
Cpxq “
ÿ
ně0
“ 1` x` 2x2 ` 5x3 ` 14x4 ` . . . ,
where the nth coefficient is the nth Catalan number.
Euler and Goldbach studied the triangulation of convex polygons which gives us the following recursive
definition,
Cn`1 “
nÿ
k“0
CnCn´k, C0 “ 1.
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2 BACKGROUND 2
Many objects enumerated by the Catalan numbers exhibit the same recursive property of the numbers
themselves. That is, given a Catalan object, a rule exists that describes how to produce an object
from the objects that came before it.
We introduce a new Catalan object called the externally ordered poset of unit interval positroid and
explore its potential recursion. The elements of this poset are bases of a special matroid called a Unit
Interval Positroid (UIP), a Catalan object introduced by Chavez–Gotti [2]. The partial order ďExt is
the external order of matroid bases as defined by Las Vergnas [3]. We denote such a poset as ExpPq,
where P is a positroid. Our main result is the following theorem:
Theorem 4.5. Let Pn “ pr2ns,Bq be the trivial UIP and ExpPnq be the poset of externally ordered
bases of Pn. Let γ be the algorithm defined in Section 3. Then γpExpPnqq “ ExpPn`1q, where the
partial order induced by γpExpPnqq is the external order.
Our main result shows recursion can be described nicely for the poset of the trivial UIP as well as
enumerate the bases of the positroid. This is the first step towards describing the complete recursion
for these special posets.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide the background material necessary for this
paper. In Section 3 we introduce an algorithm to generate the externally ordered bases of a rank n`1
trivial UIP from a rank n trivial UIP. In section 4 we present our main theorem which proves the
algorithm preserves ordering. In section 5 we discuss future work.
2 Background
2.1 Matroids
Matroids capture the essence of dependence as we know it in linear algebra and graph theory. Though
several definitions of a matroid exist, we utilize the basis definition in our work.
Definition 2.1. A matroid M is a pair pE,Bq consisting of a finite set E and a nonempty collection
of subsets B “ BpMq of E that satisfy the following properties:
(B1) B ‰ H
(B2) (Basis exchange axiom) If B1, B2 P B and b1 P B1´B2, then there exists an element b2 P B2´B1
such that B1 ´ tb1u Y tb2u P B.
The element B P B is called a basis and |B| is the rank of M. A minimally dependent set C, that is
C ´ e is independent for any e P C, is called a circuit. The finite set E is called the ground set.
Example 2.2. Let E “ t1, 2, 3, 4u be the columns of the following matrix,
A “
ˆ 1 2 3 4
1 0 ´1 ´1
0 1 1 1
˙
.
Then the set of bases B of the matroid over E is the collection of all maximally independent sets of E.
That is, B “ t12, 13, 14, 23, 24u. Considering all the sets of minimally dependent sets of the columns
of A, we get that the set of circuits of M are C “ t123, 124, 34u. One can easily see that B satisfies
the bases axioms above.
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The matroid described in Example 2.2 is part of a larger class of matroids called realizable. A matroid
M whose bases are in bijection with the sets of maximally independent columns of some matrix A
over some field F is called realizable and denoted MpAq.
A matrix A is called totally nonnegative if all of its maximal minors are nonnegative. Thus, one can
impose this restriciton to the family of realizable matroids and arrive at the following definition due
to Postnikov [1].
Definition 2.3. A positroid of rank r over rns is a realizable matroid such that the associated full
rank r ˆ n matrix A is totally nonnegative.
The matroid MpAq given in example 2.2 is a positroid of rank 2. In fact, MpAq is a unit interval
positroid, which we discuss in the next section.
2.2 Unit Interval Positroids
Recall that a partially ordered set, P or poset, is a set with a relation ď that satisfies reflexivity,
antisymmetry, and transitivity [5]. We can represent the poset pP,ďq as a Hasse diagram that shows
the elements of P with the cover relations. See figure 2.
Definition 2.4. A poset P is a unit interval order if there exists a bijective map i ÞÑ rqi, qi` 1s from
P to a set S “ trqi, qi ` 1s|1 ď i ď n, qi P Ru of closed unit intervals of the real line such that for
i, j P P, i ăP j if and only if qi ` 1 ă qj. We then say that S is an interval representation of P .
Figure 2: Hasse diagram of a unit interval order with 6 elements and its unit interval representation.
Associated to every unit interval order is an antiadjacency matrix, the key to describing unit interval
positroids.
Definition 2.5. For an n-labeled poset P , the antiadjacency matrix of P is the nˆ n binary matrix
A “ pai,jq with ai,j “ 0 if and only if i ăP j.
Skandera–Reed [4] proved that by labeling the unit interval order appropriately, every minor of the
corresponding antiadjacency matrix A is nonnegative. That is, the determinant of every submatrix of
A is 0 or a positive number. This fact, combined with the following result, leads us to our positroid
of interest.
Lemma 2.6. (Postnikov, [1] Lem 3.9)
For an nˆ n real matrix A “ pai,jq, consider the nˆ 2n matrix B “ ψpAq where¨˚
˚˝˚ a1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a1,n... . . . ...
an´1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an´1,n
an,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an,n
‹˛‹‹‚ ψÞÝÑ
¨˚
˚˝˚ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 p´1q
n´1an,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ p´1qn´1an,n
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 0 ´a2,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´a2,n
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 a1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a1,n
‹˛‹‹‚.
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For each pair pI, Jq with I, J Ď rns and |I| “ |J |, define the set
K “ KpI, Jq “ tn` 1´ k|k P rnszIu Y tn` j|j P Ju.
Then we have ∆I,JpAq “ ∆rns,KpBq.
Lemma 2.6 gives us a way to encode the same information from the nˆ n antiadjacency matrix into
a corresponding nˆ 2n matrix. Explicitly, Lemma 2.6 associates the determinants of the submatrices
of the antiadjacency matrix to the maximal minors of the n ˆ 2n matrix. The antiadjacency matrix
of a properly labeled unit interval order generates a totally nonnegative matrix, that is, a positroid.
A positroid on r2ns induced by a unit interval order is a unit interval positroid or UIP.
Suppose we have a unit interval positroid P and we let C be a circuit such that C P CpPq. If we take
an element e P C from circuit C P CpP q and e is the smallest, then C ´ teu is a broken circuit. Bases
that do not contain broken circuits are called atoms. However, if B is a broken circuit, then there is
an element e such that B Y teu is a circuit and e is the smallest. This notion of broken circuits is
captured by the ordering discussed in the next section.
2.3 External Activities
In [3] Las Vergnas introduced the notion of active orders, a collection of related orders on bases of a
matroid using broken circuits. We use only the external order to define our poset of interest, though
one can derive the results for other orders from this one.
Definition 2.7. Let M be a matroid on a linearly ordered set E, and let A Ď E. We say an element
e P E is M-active with respect to A if there is a circuit C of M such that e P C Ď A Y teu and e is
the smallest element of C. We denote by ActM pAq the set of M-active elements with respect to A.
To determine the active elements for our positroids we look at those subsets A Ď E where A is a basis.
Then those elements e are exactly the elements which make or break a circuit.
Definition 2.8. The external set of an element A is obtained by setting ExtM pAq “ ActM pAqzA.
The following proposition defines the external order of a set of bases of a matroid.
Proposition 2.9. ([3], Proposition 3.1) Let A, B be two bases of an ordered matroid M . The following
properties are equivalent:
1. A ďExt B;
2. A Ď B Y ExtM pBq;
3. AY ExtM pAq Ď B Y ExtM pBq
4. B is the greatest, for the lexicographic ordering, of all bases of M contained in AYB.
Let P be a unit interval positroid generated by the poset where all elements are incomparable. Then
we call P trivial. We utilize Proposition 2.9(2) on the trivial UIP in order to determine the externally
ordered poset of its bases. For an example of generating the matrix representing the trivial UIP of
rank 3, see Figure 3.
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Figure 3: A trivial UIP of rank 3
Example 2.10. Consider the trivial UIP of rank 3, P3. We will determine the external ordering on
its bases. Using proposition 2.9, we first determine the active elements for every basis B P B, that is
ActP3pBq. The bases and circuits of P3 are described as follows,
CP3 “ tp1, 2, 3, 4q, p1, 2, 3, 5q, p1, 2, 3, 6q, p4, 5q, p4, 6q, p5, 6qu,
BP3 “ tp1, 2, 3q, p1, 2, 4q, p1, 2, 5q, p1, 2, 6q, p1, 3, 4q, p1, 3, 5q, p1, 3, 6q,
p2, 3, 4q, p2, 3, 5q, p2, 3, 6qu.
The following tables show necessary calculations.
Calculating M-Active Elements
e c P CP AY teu
1 p1, 2, 3, 4q p2, 3, 4q Y t1u
p1, 2, 3, 5q p2, 3, 5q Y t1u
p1, 2, 3, 6q p2, 3, 6q Y t1u
2 none
3 none
4 p4, 5q p1, 2, 5q Y t4u
p1, 3, 5q Y t4u
p2, 3, 5q Y t4u
p4, 6q p1, 2, 6q Y t4u
p1, 3, 6q Y t4u
p2, 3, 6q Y t4u
5 p5, 6q p1, 2, 6q Y t5u
p1, 3, 6q Y t5u
p2, 3, 6q Y t5u
6 none
Calculating the External Set
A ActM pAq ExtM pAq
p1, 2, 3q none H
p1, 2, 4q none H
p1, 2, 5q 4 4
p1, 2, 6q 4,5 4,5
p1, 3, 4q none H
p1, 3, 5q 4 4
p1, 3, 6q 4,5 4,5
p2, 3, 4q 1 1
p2, 3, 5q 1,4 1,4
p2, 3, 6q 1,4,5 1,4,5
To form the externally ordered poset, we use Proposition 2.9(2) in order to obtain the relations de-
scribed by 2.9(1). For example, for bases A “ p1, 2, 3q and B “ p2, 3, 4q, we check if the containment
A Ď B Y ExtM pBq is satisfied. We can observe that p1, 2, 3q Ď p2, 3, 4q Y t1u, and thus A ďExt B.
Continue this calculation for all pairs of bases until all bases are ordered. The resulting object, which
is a set of bases ordered by the relation ďExt, is the externally ordered poset of the bases of P3.
Recall, we denote the poset of the trivial UIP bases with the external order as ExpPnq. Continuing
with Example 2.10, we will show how to compute ExpP2q. We compare the bases of P2 pairwise using
Proposition 2.9(2). That is, for every A,B P BP2 , check if A Ď BYExtM pBq is satisfied. Then we can
draw the following poset (figure on the right) given the information from the table of ExpP2q. Using
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the information in the table below, and the condition just mentioned, we produce the Hasse diagram
for ExpP2q.
Figure 4: ExpP2q and Hasse diagram.
Comparing every pair of bases to find the ordering is easy whenever the rank of the positroid is
low. Quickly, this becomes a difficult task for higher ranks. We now introduce our algorithm which
streamlines this process.
3 Algorithm
To prove ExpPq exhibits Catalan recursion we first describe an algorithm that generates a set of
elements from the set of bases of Pn and defines an order induced by ExpPnq. In the next section we
prove this set is precisely the set of bases of Pn`1 and the induced order preserves the external order
of the bases of Pn`1.
Let BPn be the bases of the trivial UIP Pn. Then we produce a set of elements in the following way.
1. “Reinforce”: for B P BPn , add 1 to all elements of B and adjoin minB. The original order is
kept.
2. “Build Up”: if 2n` 1 P B from step 1, then form Bzt2n` 1u Y t2pn` 1qu and it covers B.
3. “Grow Spine”: if 2 P B from steps 1 and 2, then form Bzt2u Y t1u and is covered by B.
This completes the procedure for the algorithm. Figure 5 illustrates how the algorithm is applied to
the external poset of the trivial UIP of rank 2.
Figure 5: The algorithm applied to the trivial UIP P2 and the resulting ordered set.
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4 Main Theorem
Denote the algorithm above by γ; that is, γpBPnq is the ordered set of elements produced by γ. To
prove our main result, we show γpBPnq is precisely the externally ordered poset of the bases of the rank
n` 1 trivial UIP. That is, we show γ produces the set of bases expected and the bases are externally
ordered. We begin by proving the bases and circuits of the trivial UIP have a nice description.
Lemma 4.1. Let P be the trivial unit interval positroid of rank n and B P B a basis of P. Then B
satisfies one of the following
1. B “ p1, . . . , nq,
2. B “ p1, . . . , jˆ, . . . , nqŤtju for j P rn` 1, . . . , 2ns,
where jˆ indicates j is not included in the basis B. Moreover, |B| “ n2 ` 1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, we know that P is represented by the nˆ 2n matrix,»————–
1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 p´1qn´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ p´1qn´1
0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 ... . . . ...
...
. . . 1 0 p´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p´1q
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
where the first n columns form the n ˆ n identity matrix and the last rn ` 1, . . . , 2ns columns are
equal.
Since a basis corresponds to a non-zero nˆn maximal minor, we need only describe which submatrices
are non-singular. The nˆ n identity matrix is non-singular, which is the first basis description.
Since the rn`1, . . . , 2ns columns are all the same, any non-singular maximal submatrix can include at
most one of these columns. Thus, all other bases are formed by maximal submatrices with one column
from rn` 1, . . . , 2ns and the remaining a subset of the columns rns, which is the second description.
We use our description to enumerate the bases. To form a basis of the second kind, we remove an
element from t1, 2, . . . , nu and replace it with any of the n elements from rn` 1, . . . , 2ns. This is done
in
`
n
1
˘
n ways. Including the basis t1, 2, . . . , nu, we getˆ
n
1
˙
n` 1 “ n2 ` 1
bases, as desired.
Lemma 4.2. Let Pn be the trivial UIP and CPn its set of circuits. Then any C P CPn must either be
I Y i where i P rn` 1, 2ns or pi, jq for i, j P rn` 1, 2ns and i ‰ j.
Proof. Note that I Y i where i P rn ` 1, 2ns is a circuit since the removal of any element produces a
basis as described in Lemma 4.1. Similarly, the pair i, j P rn` 1, 2ns and i ‰ j is a circuit since every
singleton i P r2ns is independent. Since any other subset of r2ns contains one of these sets, there are
no other circuits of Pn.
We state the following observation about bases of trivial UIPs, though it is not used in any subsequent
theorem.
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Lemma 4.3. Let B P BpPnq, where Pn is a trivial unit interval positroid. Then pBq “ 0 if and only
if B is a minimally ordered basis.
Proof. pñq Assume pBq “ 0 (i.e. ExtpBq “ H) and there exists A P B such that A Ì B. Then
A Ă B Y ExtpBq “ B, which implies A “ B.
pðq Assume B is minimal and ExtpBq ‰ H. First, note B minimal implies 1 P B. If not, let B1 “
Bz2 Y 1. Then ExtpB1q “ ExtpBqzt1u, so that B1 Ă BYExtpBq, implying B1 Ì B, a contradiction.
Since ExtpBq ‰ H, there exists e “ minpCq for some circuit C of Pn such that C Ă B Y teu. By
Lemma 4.2, C “ ej for some j P rn ` 1, 2ns and j ‰ e. Then ExtpBq “ tn ` 1, . . . , eu, and j P B
necessarily. Let A “ Bztju Y teu. Then A Ì B, a contradiction.
Next we prove γ produces the set of desired bases.
Theorem 4.4. Let B be the set of bases of the trivial unit interval positroid Pn of rank n over ground
set r2ns. Then, after applying algorithm γ to B, γpBq is the set of bases for the trivial unit interval
positroid Pn`1 of rank n` 1 over ground set r2pn` 1qs.
Proof. Let B “ BpP2nq. We will show that for every B P B, γpBq produces a B1 P BpP2pn`1qq.
Let B “ t1, . . . , nu. Then γpBq “ t1, . . . , n ` 1u, which by Lemma 4.1(1) is a basis of P2pn`1q. Let
B “ t1, 2, . . . , jˆ, . . . , nu, where jˆ P rn ` 1, . . . , 2ns. Applying step 1 of γ we have that γpBq “
B ` 1Y tminpBqu P γpBq. Explicitly, this means
t1, 2, 3, . . . , jˆ ` 1, . . . , n` 1u P γpBq,
where
jˆ ` 1 P rn` 2, 2n` 1s.
Since rn` 2, . . . , 2n` 1s Ă rpn` 1q` 1, . . . , 2pn` 1qs, then by Lemma 4.1 we have that γpBq is a basis
of P2pn`1q. Moreover, there are n2 bases created at this step.
For the second step of γ, let Bmax be the set of bases such that maxpγpBqq “ 2n ` 1. Then for all
B P Bmax, we have Bzt2n` 1uYt2pn` 1qu. All sets generated prior to this step have maximum value
2n` 1. Thus, all sets generated at this step of γ are new elements of γpBq. Every new set generated
is formed by choosing a value of rns and replacing it with 2pn ` 1q. Thus each set is a basis and we
have n new bases.
For the final step of γ, let Bmin be the set of bases such that minpγpBqq “ 2. Then for every B P Bmin,
Bzt2u Y t1u P γpBq. Note Lemma 4.1 implies 3 P B for every B P Bmin. Then for every set generated
at this step, it must contain 1, 3 and not 2. By construction, all sets generated by γ prior to the third
step of γ have that their first two entries are consecutive. Thus, all sets generated in this third step
are new and, by Lemma 4.1, a basis. Thus all sets are bases of Pn`1.
To enumerate the bases generated in this final step of γ, let us analyze the number of bases it applies
to. By the first step of the algorithm, every basis B P B such that minpBq “ 2 produces a basis in
BpP2pn`1qq with minimum element 2. Thus, the number of bases produced equals the number of B P B
such that minpBq “ 2, which is n. By the second step of the algorithm, the only basis produced with
minimum element 2 is the one that also has maximum element 2n. Thus in total, there are n`1 bases
with minimum element 2 produced by γ. Accounting for the all the bases produced at every step of
γ, we have that
|γpBpP2pn`1qqq| “ n2 ` n` n` 1` 1 “ pn` 1q2 ` 1,
as desired.
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Using the above results, we may now prove our main theorem.
Theorem 4.5. Let BpPnq be the bases of the rank n trivial UIP on r2ns. Assume γ is defined to be
the algorithm described in Section 3. Then γpBpPnqq “ ExpPn`1q, the externally ordered poset of bases
of the rank n` 1 trivial UIP on r2pn` 1qs.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, we know γpBpPnqq produces the set of bases of Pn`1. It is left to show that γ
also induces the external order on BpPn`1q, thus producing ExpPn`1q. Let A,B P BpPnq. We prove
this by cases for each step of the algorithm, confirming that the condition A Ď BYExtpBq in Lemma
2.9 is satisfied. Denote Aˆ “ γpAq for any A P BpPnq. For the following cases, Aˆ denotes the basis
produced by γ after performing only the first step of the algorithm. Since every basis in BpPnq contains
either 1 or 2, we need consider only the following three cases.
Case 1: 1 P A and 1 P B.
Since 1 P A, the only circuits contained in A Y tiu for i P r2ns are those of the form pi, jq for i, j P
rn`1, . . . , 2ns. Thus ExtpAq “ tn`1, . . . ,maxpAq´1u. Similarly, ExtpBq “ tn`1, . . . ,maxpBq´1u.
After applying step one of γ, 1 P Aˆ and 1 P Bˆ. Thus ExtpAˆq “ tn ` 2, . . . ,maxpAˆq ´ 1u and
ExtpBˆq “ tn ` 2, . . . ,maxpBˆq ´ 1u. Let a P Aˆzt1u. Then a “ ai ` 1 for ai P A. Since A ďExt B, it
follows that ai P BYtn` 1, . . . ,maxpBq´ 1u. Thus, ai` 1 P B` 1Ytn` 2, . . . ,maxpBqu. Note that
maxpBˆq ´ 1 “ maxpBq. Therefore, a P Bˆ Y ExtpBˆq.
Case 2: 1 P A and 1 R B.
By definition, if 1 R B then 1 P ExtpBq for every B of a trivial UIP. Let a P Aˆzt1u. Then a “ ai`1 for
ai P A. We know ai P B Y t1, n` 1, . . . ,maxpBq ´ 1u. Thus, ai ` 1 P B ` 1Y t1, n` 2, . . . ,maxpBqu.
Note that maxpBˆq ´ 1 “ maxpBq. Therefore, a P Bˆ Y ExtpBˆq.
Case 3: 1 R A or B.
By assumption we know that 1 P ExtpAq and 1 P ExtpBq. Then for a P Aˆzt2u, we have that a “ ai`1
for ai P A. Since ai P BYt1, n`1, . . . ,maxpBq´1u, it follows ai`1 P B`1Yt1, n`2, . . . ,maxpBqu.
Note that maxpBˆq ´ 1 “ maxpBq. Therefore, a P Bˆ Y ExtpBˆq.
For the second step of the algorithm, notice that the only change to a basis B is that the element
2n ` 1 is replaced with 2pn ` 1q. This means that ExtpBˆq “ ExtpBq Y t2n ` 1u. Then the cases to
check are exactly those done for step one of the algorithm, and proceed in the same way. Similarly,
for the third step, ExtpBˆq “ ExtpBqzt1u since this step replaces the element 2 with 1. And then the
cases proceed as above.
In all cases, the external order of BpPn`1q is shown to be induced by the external order of BpPnq.
Thus, γpBpPnqq “ ExpPn`1q as desired.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
The recursive algorithm for the external poset on the bases of trivial UIPs provides a stepping stone
to explore and develop either general or specific algorithms for the other UIPs. Recall that these are
Catalan objects and that we have Catalan many to consider. In Figure 6 we see the trivial UIP and
the remaining UIPs of rank r “ 3. There appears to be some symmetry in the Hasse diagrams, but
it is unclear how these five UIPs give rise to the non-trivial UIPs of rank r “ 4. See Figure 7 for
examples of externally ordered posets for non-trivial UIPs of rank r “ 4. As was done for the recursion
for the externally ordered poset for trivial UIPs, a potential first step is to find nice descriptions for
the bases and circuits of the remaining UIPs.
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Another approach for describing Catalan recursion for the remaining externally ordered posets is to
consider matroid minors. One can check if minors of rank n` 1 UIPs are isomorphic to rank n UIPs.
We have begun to explore this direction and our code is provided below.
Our algorithm provides a new way of producing externally ordered posets. It would be interesting to
know how the complexity of Las Vergnas’ procedure compares to ours. In particular, how efficient is
our algorithm in generating the next rank trivial UIP.
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Figure 6: All UIPs with rank r “ 3.
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Figure 7: Two of the 14 UIPs with rank r “ 4.
1 import sage.matroids.matroid
2 def UnitIntervalPositroid(Dyck_matrix):
3
4 D = Dyck_matrix
5 rank = D.nrows()
6 D_flip = matrix(rank)
7 for i in range(rank):
8 D_flip[rank -i-1] = (-1)^i*D[i]
9 A = matrix.identity(rank).augment(D_flip)
10 cols = A.ncols()
11 M_A = Matroid(A)
12
13 return M_A
14
15 def powerset(fullset):
16 listrep = list(fullset)
17 n = len(listrep)
18 return [[ listrep[k] for k in range(n) if i&1<<k] for i in range (2**n)]
19
20 Pos_list3 = []
21 for d in D_matrices:
22 U = UnitIntervalPositroid(d)
23 Pos_list3.append(U)
24 print Pos_list3
25
26 E = (Matrix ([[1,1,1,0],[1,1,1,0],[1,1,1,0],[1,1,1,1]]))
27
28 U4 = UnitIntervalPositroid(E)
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29
30 contU4 = []
31 for s in [0,1,2,3,4,5]:
32 for t in [0,1,2,3,4,5]:
33 if t==s: break
34 else:
35 V = U4.delete(t).contract(s)
36 contU4.append ([V])
37
38 for p in contU4:
39 for m in Pos_list3:
40 if p.is_isomorphic(m)==True:
41 print [b for b in m.bases()],"yes","\n"
42 print ’bases of cont -del positroid are ’, [b for b in p.bases()],"\n"
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